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Disposition of the Fluoride Fuel and Flush Salts from the Molten Salt Reactor Experiment 
at Oak Ridge National Laboratory 

FACILITY DESCRIPTION 

The Molten Salt Reactor Experiment (MSRE) is an 8 MW reactor that was operated at Oak Ridge National 
Laboratory (ORNL) from 1965 through 1969 as a demonstration of the technology needed to develop a 
commercial Molten Salt Breeder Reactor (Robertson, 1965). The reactor used a unique liquid salt fuel, 
composed of a mixture of LiF, BeF2, ZrF4, and UF4, and operated at temperatures above 600°C. The 
primary fuel salt circulation system consisted of the reactor vessel, a single fuel salt pump, and a single 
primary heat exchanger. In the reactor, the fuel salt was forced through channels of graphite to provide the 
geometry and moderation necessary for a nuclear chain reaction. Heat was transferred from the fuel salt to 
a coolant salt circuit in the primary heat exchanger. The coolant salt was similar to the fuel salt, except that 
it contains only LiF (66%) and BeF2 (34%). The coolant salt passed from the primary heat exchanger to an 
air-cooled radiator and a coolant salt pump, and then returned to the primary heat exchanger. Each of the 
salt loops was provided with drain tanks, located such that the salt could be drained out of either circuit by 
gravity. A single drain tank was provided for the non-radioactive coolant salt. Two drain tanks were 
provided for the fuel salt. Since the fuel salt contained radioactive fuel, fission products, and activation 
products, and since the reactor was designed such that the fuel salt could be drained immediately into the 
drain tanks in the event of a problem in the fuel salt loop, the fuel salt drain tanks were provided with a 
system to remove the heat generated by radioactive decay. A third drain tank connected to the fuel salt loop 
was provided for a batch of flush salt. This batch of salt, similar in composition to the coolant salt, was 
used to condition the fuel salt loop after it had been exposed to air and to flush the fuel salt loop of residual 
fuel salt prior to accessing the reactor circuit for maintenance or experimental activities. 

As seen in Figures 1 and 2, the reactor circuit was located in a large circular cell. The coolant circuit, 
including the coolant salt drain tank, was located to the south of the reactor cell. The two fuel salt drain 
tanks and the flush salt drain tank were located in a rectangular cell north of the reactor cell. Fig. 3 depicts 
the design of the fuel salt drain tanks. The tanks were constructed of Hastelloy N, as are all components 
that were in contact with molten salt. An array of heat transfer thimbles penetrated the head of the fuel salt 
drain tanks. Bayonets, attached to a steam drum assembly, were inserted into these thimbles. Cooling water 
was fed through a tube inside the bayonets and evaporated by the heat transferred out of the drain tank, and 
steam was collected in the steam dome. The flush salt tank was similar, except that it was not provided 
with a cooling system. Each of the salt drain tanks was suspended in a furnace assembly with resistance 
heaters provided to maintain the salt above the solidus temperature. 

OPERATING HISTORY 

The reactor achieved initial criticality on June 1,1965, and reached full power early in 1966. The initial 
fuel charge consisted of 30% 2 3 5U and 70% a U . In 1968, the initial charge of uranium was stripped out of 
the fuel and flush salts using the fluoride volatility process (Lindauer, 1969). A second fuel charge, 
consisting of over 80% 2 3 3U, was then used for the balance of reactor operations. Late in the operating 
campaign, the fuel was enriched with relatively small quantities of ̂ 'Pu, as PuF3. In December 1969, 
operation of MSRE was completed, and the fuel, flush, and coolant salts were drained into their respective 
drain tanks. All of the salts were allowed to freeze, but the fuel salts were initially held at an elevated 
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temperature to control the effects of radiolysis in the salt. Throughout the operation of MSRE, a detailed 
record of the chemical behavior of the salts was maintained, and a summary of the chemical aspects of 
MSRE operation was prepared following the post-operation examination period (Thoma, 1971). 

POST-OPERATION HISTORY 

In the two years that followed reactor shutdown, a number of activities were performed to evaluate the 
performance of materials used to construct the reactor and to improve the containment of the salts stored in 
the drain tanks (Rosenthal, 1971). The latter included the isolation of salt and off-gas lines between the 
drain tank cell and the reactor system. The salts were allowed to cool, and a procedure was instituted for an 
annual annealing to prevent the release of radiolytic fluorine from the fuel salt (Guymon, 1971). The 
reactor operations crew was disbanded, and monitoring of key MSRE parameters was established at the 
central ORNL waste management center. A number of studies addressed the disposition of the fuel and 
flush salts and the decommissioning of the MSRE facility. Final disposition of the fuel and flush salts was 
put on hold pending the opening of a high-level waste repository. Later, a review was performed of the 
issues associated with extended storage of the fuel and flush salts in their drain tanks (Notz, 1985). 

Over the years, indications were noted of migration of radioactive materials in the piping connected to the 
drain tank cell and the off-gas system. In particular, increased radiation levels were observed in a service 
area adjacent to the drain tank cell. Maintenance activities on the off-gas system indicated the presence of 
alpha activity. Gamma scans indicated the presence of ̂ Tl, a product of the decay of B 2 U. The annual 
annealing procedure was halted after December 1989 in part because of concerns that this procedure may 
have aided the migration of radioactive material out of the drain tank cell. Finally, analysis of a sample 
taken from the off-gas system in March of 1994 indicated that F 2 and UF6 were major components of the 
gas in the system, and that uranium was migrating away from the drain tanks. 

Following this discovery, the MSRE Remediation Project was initiated to assess, control, and reverse the 
consequences of the migration of uranium. This project is organized around four major activities. The first, 
called interim corrective measures, addressed various aspects of containment, criticality control, and 
protection against chemical reactions. This phase of the project is now complete. The second activity is 
trapping uranium and fluorine in the off-gas system, converting the uranium to oxide, and placing it in 
storage. The third activity is removing a uranium deposit in a charcoal bed connected to the off-gas system, 
passivating potentially reactive carbon-fluorine compounds that have formed, and converting uranium 
trapped in the bed to oxide and placing it in storage. The fourth activity, providing for the disposition of the 
fuel and flush salts, is the subject of this paper. 

FUEL AND FLUSH SALT DISPOSITION TASK 

In November 1989 the Department of Energy (DOE) Oak Ridge Reservation (ORR) was placed on the 
National Priorities List. A Federal Facilities Agreement (FFA) among DOE, the Environmental Protection 
Agency, and the Tennessee Department of Environment and Conservation resulted in the ORR coming 
under the regulatory guidance of the Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and 
Liability Act (CERCLA). A 1995 revision to the FFA established that the MSRE Remediation Project is to 
conducted and documented in accordance with the requirements of CERCLA. This insures that a risk-based 
process is used to identify appropriate actions, and that both the State of Tennessee and Region IV of the 
Environmental Protection Agency are involved in the decision making process. The fuel salt disposition 
task is classified as an interim remedial action. This classification defines the CERCLA documentation that 
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must be prepared prior to conducting remedial activities. In particular, a feasibility study will be prepared 
to define the risk and the remediation goals, to identify the remediation alternatives, to screen potential 
remediation technologies, and to conduct an overall evaluation of the alternatives. The feasibility study is 
followed by a proposed plan, which details the specific activities to be used to conduct the task. The 
selection process will culminate in the issuing of a Record of Decision, agreed to by all of the parties in the 
Oak Ridge FFA. 

Uranium left in the MSRE following reactor shutdown also has been included within the scope of the 
Defense Nuclear Facilities Safety Board (DNFSB) Recommendation 94-1, which addresses material left 
"in-pipeline" following shutdown of nuclear facilities without complete decommissioning activities. Three 
milestones have been established for the fuel salt under DNFSB Recommendation 94-1: 1) select the 
disposition alternative by August 1996; 2) remove the fuel salt from the drain tanks by May of 2001; and 3) 
place the uranium in storage by January 2002. It is noted that the conclusive definition of these milestones 
is contingent on the remedial action alternative documented in the CERCLA Record of Decision. 

Thus, the fuel salt disposition task is driven by the need to complete the disposition activities by the 
DNFSB milestone dates for material disposition, and by the preparation and review cycles established for 
CERCLA documents in the Oak Ridge FFA. The technical studies to support the generation of the 
feasibility study are underway now, and will be completed by August 1996. The primary objectives of the 
fuel salt disposition task are to reduce risk as identified in the CERCLA process and to stabilize material 
identified by the DNFSB. Secondary objectives are to reduce or eliminate maintenance and surveillance 
costs associated with storing the salts in the MSRE, and to allow the final decommissioning of the MSRE 
facility to proceed as soon as funding is available for the task. 

An assessment of the present contents of the fuel and flush tanks has been made recently (Williams, 1996). 
Estimates of the salt mass, composition, and inventories of fissile and radioactive materials in the salt are 
given in Tables 1, 2 and 3. Uncertainties in these tables include the amount of uranium that has left the fuel 
salt in the form of UF6, and the distribution of fuel, fission products, and other isotopes that have been 
transferred from the fuel salt to the flush salt during MSRE operations. The most important uncertainty 
from a chemical standpoint is the amount of fluorine that has been lost from the fuel salt as radiolytic F 2 or 
UF6. This, too, has been the subject of recent estimates (Williams, 1996). 

Table 1. Inventory of salt stored in the fuel and flush drain tanks 

Tank Mass(kg)a Volume (m3)a Density (g/ml at 26° C) 

Fuel salt 
Fuel salt drain tank 1 2479 1.00 2.48 
Fuel salt drain tank 2 2171 0.88 2.48 
Total fuel salt in drain tanks 4650 1.88 

Flush salt 
Flush salt drain tank 4265 1.92 2.22 

aMass and volume estimates that best correspond to process history. 
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Table 2. Composition and radionuclide inventory in the fuel and flush salts 

Fuel salt Flush salt 

Current salt composition, mol % 
LiF 64.5 65.9 
BeF, 30.4 33.9 
ZrF 4 4.9 0.18 

Mass of fissile elements in salt, kg 
Uranium <33.2 a 0.5 
Plutonium .724 .013 

Current distribution of fissile element isotopes, wt % 
m U 160 ppm 75 ppm 
^ U 83.92 39.4 
a 3 4 U 7.48 3.6 
mU 2.56 17.4 
2 3 6 U 0.104 0.245 
2 3 8 U 5.94 39.4 
°»Pu 90.1 94.7 
^ u 9.52 4.8 
other Pu 035 O50 

"Assumes that at least 1.8 kg of uranium has migrated to the off-gas system, 
and at least 2.6 kg of uranium is loaded onto the auxiliary charcoal bed. 

Table 3. Current inventory of fission product, actinide, and transuranic isotopes" 

Isotope Curies 

Current fission product radionuclide inventories 
'"Sr 7,550 
M Y 7,550 
I 3 7 Cs 6,290 
1 3 7 m B a 5,940 
Total fission products 27,500 

Current actinide and transuranic radionuclide inventories 
Total actinide activity 979 
Total transuranic activity 804 
Total, actinide plus transuranic 1,783 

"Based on decay to December 1994 

The tanks are diought to be in good condition. Corrosion studies during reactor operations have not 
indicated any significant damage to the Hastelloy-N tank and thimble walls. The recent sample taken from 
the off-gas system did not contain large quantities of volatile fluoride corrosion products. Furnace heaters 
have been operated annually until December 1989, and no operational difficulties have been observed. 
Equipment for removing shield plugs over die drain tank cell remains at the facility, as does a maintenance 
shield used for access to the reactor and drain tank cells during reactor operations (Robertson, 1965). When 
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fuel salt removal operations begin, the off-gas system (including the gas space in the drain tanks) will have 
been purged of reactive gases and will be filled with an inert gas. The valve isolating the auxiliary charcoal 
bed from the drain tanks has been closed, and issues associated with the charcoal bed will not affect fuel 
salt removal or processing operations. 

The condition of existing salt processing equipment (Fig. 4) is less certain. Corrosion rates during the 
fluorination operation conducted in 1968 were significant (Lindauer, 1969). Operational difficulties have 
suggested that a dip leg in the fluorination vessel had corroded through; however, no recent data on the 
condition of this equipment is available. 

The first set of activities needed for the CERCLA feasibility study will establish the risk currently posed by 
the fuel and flush salts stored in the tanks. A baseline risk evaluation will be developed, and from this 
evaluation goals will be established for the fuel salt disposition task. An overall survey of disposition 
alternatives will be formed, and technologies will be screened that are available for removing, processing, 
and packaging the salt and associated waste materials. This screening process will be used to define 
specific disposition alternatives, which will be evaluated. Next, the proposed plan will be developed for 
disposition of the salts. The following sections discuss the activities that are now beginning as part of the 
development of disposition alternatives and the screening of removal and processing technologies. 

ALTERNATIVES FOR THE DISPOSITION OF THE FUEL AND FLUSH SALTS 

The general alternatives for the disposition of the fuel and flush salts are: 1) take no action; 2) continue to 
store the salts in the MSRE drain tanks in a manner that meets appropriate requirements and that prevents 
further unplanned migration of uranium away from the tanks; and 3) remove the salt from the tank for 
storage, and ultimately, disposal in another facility. 

Recent history has shown that if no action is taken significant migration of uranium away from the tanks 
can occur. The radiation associated with the uranium, especially from the decay of the 232\J isotope that 
accompanies B 3 U , is orders of magnitude larger than that encountered with natural uranium or uranium 
enriched in the 2 3 5 U isotope. Analyses of the consequences of a sudden release of the uranium that has 
already migrated into the auxiliary charcoal bed show that dose commitments of several rem could be 
received by personnel within a kilometer of the site. As equipment deteriorates with age, additional 
pathways for the release of this material may appear. 

The salt in the MSRE drain tanks could be safely stored in a number of ways. If the uranium and fluorine 
trapping system under construction were to continue to be operated, and with appropriate maintenance 
activities directed at other equipment in the MSRE, safe storage in an operating MSRE facility could 
continue for an indefinite period. This alternative does incur continued operating costs and tends to 
postpone the eventual removal and final disposition of the salt. Migration of uranium from the salt could 
also be prevented by removing the uranium either by an in-situ process, or by removing the salt, processing 
it to separate out the uranium, and returning the salt to the drain tanks. Entombment of the salt in the drain 
tanks could be considered. Personnel and the environment would be protected by an improved containment 
boundary. Communication likely would be severed between the drain tank cell and the reactor cell and off-
gas systems. However, the drain tanks appear to lie below the natural water table at the MSRE site, and 
special monitoring or other measures would be needed to address this long-term risk. Entombment itself 
does not eliminate the generation of reactive gas; without some treatment to prevent gas generation, 
migration of the gas away from the tanks would present a potential pathway for radioactive materials to 
enter the environment. 
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The general alternative of removing the salts for storage and ultimate disposal leads to a wide set of 
options. These options can be applied to the salt in its present condition, to uranium separated from the salt, 
to fission products, actinides, and transuranics separated from the salt, and to waste salt after other 
components have been separated from it. Salt or any of its processed forms can be disposed of in a 
repository, stored in an interim storage facility, or blended into another existing waste stream. 

The MSRE salt (especially the fuel salt) is presently considered spent fuel, and contains quantities of long-
lived radioactive material that may require disposal in a repository. Currently two repositories are planned 
in the United States. The Waste Isolation Pilot Plant in New Mexico has been constructed for the disposal 
of defense-related transuranic wastes but has not begun operation. Since the DOE classification of remote-
handled transuranic waste applies to all materials, irrespective of origin, it is possible that the salt might be 
classified as such. Meeting fissile material limits may require the separation of uranium from the salt prior 
to disposal. The MSRE salts are not defense-related by the nature of the molten salt reactor program, but 
agreements may be reached that all transuranic wastes generated on the Oak Ridge Reservation are 
classified as "defense related." Operation of the Waste Isolation Pilot Plan continues to be the subject of 
litigation, and timely opening using existing waste acceptance criteria is unlikely. 

The Yucca Mountain repository in Nevada is planned for disposal of DOE and commercial spent fuel and 
high level waste. Legislation authorizing this repository defines the specific wastes to be accepted. Waste 
allocations already have been made for the first phase of the repository. The Yucca Mountain repository is 
currently in the characterization phase, and again, is the subject of significant litigation. 

Because repository disposal of MSRE salt or components separated from the salt is not likely in a timely 
fashion, interim storage will be required. Storage can take place at the MSRE site, at another ORNL site, at 
one of the other DOE sites, or at a commercial facility. Storage could take place as spent fuel, as high-level 
waste with the uranium separated out of the salt, or as remote-handled transuranic waste. Storage could 
take place at a new, dedicated facility, or in an existing storage facility. Storage facilities could range from 
dry cask storage to storage in some type of hot cell or shielded storage facility. Storage of salt in a water 
pool is not likely to be desirable, but storage of materials separated from the salt in a pool might be 
considered. The Programmatic Environmental Impact Statement for Spent Nuclear Fuel identifies storage 
at the Idaho National Engineering Laboratory (INEL) as the preferred option for fuel that is not clad with 
aluminum. Although the MSRE salts certainly are not clad with aluminum, this does not provide assurance 
that there is a facility appropriate for the storage of the salts at INEL. Storage of the salt as spent fuel (or as 
high-level waste if the uranium is separated from the salt) will be investigated as part of the feasibility 
study effort. Finally, salt residues or other byproducts of separations or conversion processes may be stored 
in an existing low-level radioactive waste storage facility. 

A significant savings can be achieved if the salts or components separated from the salts can be disposed of 
in an existing facility or can be combined with another waste for which safe storage facilities exist. 
Although a wide variety of spent fuel has been generated by operation of power, test, or research reactors, 
none is similar to the MSRE fuel salt. Since high level waste exists at a number of sites, including INEL, 
Savannah River, Hanford, and West Valley, it may be possible to use processing and waste form 
production facilities at these sites to handle the MSRE salts. Material from the salts might even be blended 
directly into one of those waste streams. The INEL fluoride waste stream is especially of interest. In the 
future a solidification and packaging facility may be constructed to dispose of transuranic waste at ORNL. 

The Radiochemical Development Facility (RDF) at ORNL currently stores a significant amount of ^U, 
some with levels of ̂ U that are similar to that in the MSRE salt as an oxide. If the MSRE uranium is 
separated from the salt and is converted to an oxide form, it could be placed in exactly the same form as the 
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uranium currently in storage. This option is likely to provide an interface with the materials disposition 
programs that are addressing the disposition of highly enriched uranium throughout the DOE complex. 

TECHNOLOGIES FOR REMOVAL OF THE FUEL AND FLUSH SALTS 

The MSRE was designed with the expectation that the fuel and flush salts would someday be removed in a 
molten form. Facility drawings depict removal by melting the salt, transferring molten salt to the fuel 
storage tank in the processing cell, and then transferring the salt from the fuel storage tank to a canning 
station in the adjacent spare cell. This canning station does not exist; instead, the salt transfer line to the 
spare cell was used to transfer salt into a distillation experiment. 

Salt originally was added to the MSRE in molten form. Again, drawings depict a fuel addition station in the 
high bay that would be used to melt and transfer salt into the fuel storage tank in the spare cell. Later, the 
salt would have been transferred into the drain tanks. In reality, salt and major salt components always 
were added directly into the drain tanks, using furnaces erected on top of the drain tank shield blocks. 
Figure 5 depicts the arrangement used to add the M 3 U charge into one of the fuel salt drain tanks in 1968. 
Both the uranium and the salt were highly radioactive at this time. It is possible that a similar arrangement 
could be used to extract molten salt from the drain tanks into a shielded transport and storage container. 

The reductant that is present as a result of radiolysis and the subsequent migration of fluorine and UF6 out 
of the salt has a major impact on melting the salt. This reductant exists mainly as active lithium and 
beryllium metal sites interspersed in the salt matrix. If the salt is melted without some form of chemistry 
adjustment, these metals could reduce the uranium that currently exists in the form of UF4. It has been 
shown (Williams, 1996) that there is enough reductant in the salt to convert all of the uranium to U3+, and 
some fraction of the uranium and zirconium to the metallic state. High concentrations of UF3 may also 
precipitate out of molten salt. 

The salt in the tanks could be melted by simply turning on the heaters in the tank furnaces. However, if 
melting is done without special measures to control the salt chemistry, uranium metal could result. An 
initial experiment to fluorinate salt in the solid state was not promising (Williams, 1996). Fluorine can be 
added to molten salt; this is the basis for the hydrofluorination and fluorination processes used to condition 
the salt and to volatilize UF6 from the salt during MSRE operations. A process has been proposed for 
melting a pool of salt at the surface of the tank and sparging this pool with a stream of HF in a carrier gas 
ofH,(Toth, 1995). 

If the salt cannot be melted safely, it could be removed from the tanks as a solid. A mechanical device 
might be used to break the salt up and either scoop or vacuum it out of the tank. The 3 inch flange that is 
provided for tank access would likely be too small for such an operation, and sectioning of the top of the 
tank might be necessary. Tank sectioning would be preceded by removing the steam dome and bayonets, 
and the thermal insulation on top of the tanks. Then, an extension of the drain tank shielding and 
confinement boundary would have to be constructed to house the removal equipment. The thimbles in the 
tank interior would be a serious obstacle to mechanical removal of the salt; in a sense, the interior of the 
fuel salt storage tanks resembles the shell side of a shell-and-tube heat exchanger. 

Another alternative would remove the salt and tank as a unit. This alternative would again require removal 
of the steam dome and bayonet assembly and the insulation on top of the tanks, and construction of a 
shielded interface above the drain tank cell. A cask of suitable dimensions would have to be found or 
fabricated. Cuts would be made in the salt and off-gas lines near the tank penetrations; these lines might be 
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sealed or connected to monitoring systems as the tanks are removed. The benefits of such a removal 
activity are problematic. Little risk reduction might be achieved if the tanks with their present contents are 
simply moved to another location; this option would be more attractive with identification of a repository 
that could accept such a package or a shielded processing facility that could then remove the salt from the 
tanks. 

The salt could also be removed from the tanks by dissolution or by suspending the salt in a slurry. Using an 
aqueous solvent is not immediately attractive because of the low solubility of the salts (Toth, 1995). 
Criticality concerns also must be addressed should significant quantities of water be introduced into the 
tanks. 

TECHNOLOGIES FOR PROCESSING THE FUEL AND FLUSH SALTS 

None of the components of the MSRE fuel and flush salts appears to be of sufficient value to justify 
separation on an economic basis. The fissionable material might be used as fuel, but B 3 U is not a common 
isotope used to fuel reactors, and the radioactivity associated with the ̂ U in the MSRE uranium makes it 
even less attractive. The value of isotopically pure 7Li would be diminished by the residual radioactivity 
that would likely accompany it after it is separated from the MSRE salt. The carrier salt might be of some 
value for the advancement of molten salt reactor or accelerator target programs, but no active program 
exists at the present time. Thus, the only reason to process the MSRE fuel and flush salts is to create a 
waste form that is suitable for disposal or safe storage. Processing should be kept to a minimum for both 
economic and radiation safety reasons; if the salt can be packaged and disposed of as-is, no processing 
should be attempted. Potential reasons to process the salt are to reduce the fissile content of wastes destined 
for a repository or storage facility, to eliminate the potential for generation of UF6 and F2, to minimize the 
volume of wastes destined for a repository, or to create a package with characteristics that meet specific 
acceptance criteria. 

Uranium has been separated from molten salt by oxidizing (fluorinating) me uranium to UF6 with a fluorine 
gas sparge. The salts could be fluorinated in the existing MSRE fuel processing system. To do so, the 
condition of the existing processing equipment must be verified, and modifications must be made to the 
system to handle highly pure 2 3 3U in a critically safe manner (the processing campaigns conducted in 1968 
separated 30% 23SU). The salt dip leg in the fuel storage tank might need to be repaired or replaced, and the 
instrumentation systems would likely need to be upgraded. The salt also could be fluorinated in a new 
vessel. A new process could even be designed to minimize handling steps by fluorinating the salt directly in 
the container into which it is withdrawn from the drain tank. In any fluorination system, highly corrosive 
conditions are encountered, and an adequate off-gas system is needed to eliminate fluorine in the off-gas 
and to prevent the release of radioactive material. Once separated by fluorination, the uranium can be 
converted to oxide for storage. Such a process has been selected to convert the UF6 that will be removed 
from the MSRE off-gas system into oxide. 

One of the key advantages of the fluid-fueled molten salt reactor concept is that on-line reprocessing and 
fuel addition is possible. Thus, there was a significant effort underway to develop separations flowsheets 
during the 1960s and 1970s. One of the most promising concepts involved extraction of fuel and fission 
products from molten salt into liquid bismuth. Although several test loops were constructed, no operating 
system was built to treat significant quantities of radioactive salt. 

Argonne National Laboratory (ANL) has developed an electro-metallurgical process for separating 
uranium, fission products, and actinides from reactor fuel. A process-scale system was designed and built 
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to process fuel from the Experimental Breeder Reactor II (EBR-II). In this system, the fuel is dissolved into 
a molten chloride salt, and components are extracted by electrolysis onto either a solid cathode or a liquid 
cadmium cathode. If this process is revised to use a fluoride salt bath and a liquid bismuth cathode, it 
makes use of the same chemistry as was developed for extraction from molten salt into liquid bismuth by 
the molten salt reactor program. Work is underway at ANL-East to develop an electrorefiner that could 
separate uranium, fission products, actinides and transuranics from the MSRE fuel and flush salts. Initial 
results have been promising (Laidler, 1996). Other reductive separation processes, such as direct reduction 
in molten salt by the addition of calcium metal, are similar. 

Another process, developed as part of the molten salt reactor program, was distillation of molten salt. A 
distillation experiment that processed some of the MSRE fuel salt is located in the spare cell adjacent to the 
fuel processing cell. However, the objectives of this process were to recover carrier salt for reuse, and may 
not address the processing issues associated with storage or disposal as waste. 

Aqueous processes, such as solvent extraction, precipitation, or distillation, might be considered also. 
These processes are hindered by the low solubility of the salt. Dissolving the salt in water results in a 
volume increase of a factor of about 250. When some common acids were used, solubility actually 
decreased (Toth, 1995). Thus, aqueous processing results in a significant increase of the volume of waste to 
be disposed and will require the use of a sizable processing facility. 

Of the stabilization processes, the most important ones may be those that control or prevent the generation 
of reactive gases by radiolysis. Of course, radiolysis can be prevented by separating the radioactive isotopes 
from the salt, and production of UF6 can be prevented by separating the uranium from the salt. If the fuel 
salt is stored or disposed of in such a way that radiolysis can continue, the production of reactive gases can 
be controlled by incorporating a fluorine getter into the salt package. Likewise, if sufficient active metal 
sites are introduced into the salt matrix, radiolytic fluorine may be captured before it can form fluorine gas 
and leave the salt. 

Other processes may be used to produce a waste form that is acceptable for storage or disposal. 
Vitrification is a process commonly proposed for repository wastes, and vitrification plants exist or are 
under construction at a number of sites. Calcining has been used to create an intermediate waste form out 
of aqueous fluoride wastes at INEL. Various hot pressing techniques have been used to create a ceramic-
glass waste form. A process has been proposed to convert the salts to a phosphate, which might be disposed 
of directly or might be followed by conversion into a phosphate glass (Bamberger and Beach, 1995). All of 
these processes may be used to convert the salts in their present form or to convert components separated 
from the salt. Again, all such processes will be evaluated in the context of the need to process in order to 
dispose of the MSRE waste materials. 

FUTURE ACTIVITIES 

Contacts will be established with potential waste disposal, storage, or blending sites to obtain realistic 
technical criteria for the use of these facilities and to begin to resolve any programmatic issues that may 
exist with facilities that show technical promise. Evaluation criteria will be developed, based on CERCLA 
considerations and any necessary additional technical factors. An evaluation matrix will be developed, and 
the alternatives will be ranked in accordance with the evaluation criteria. 

Similarly, technical studies will be performed to describe the various removal and processing technologies 
and to assess their feasibility, cost, and general acceptability. Again, evaluation criteria will be based on 
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CERCLA considerations and other relevant factors. The technical screening process will be used to identify 
those technologies that, coupled with a waste management strategy, define the credible options for 
disposition of the fuel and flush salts. 

After an initial screening options that show promise will be evaluated in more detail, so that there is an 
adequate basis for confidence in the final alternatives. In particular, a large fraction of the overall effort is 
being applied to removing the salt as molten salt and separating the uranium by fluorination. The key issue 
associated with this alternative is gaining an understanding of the salt chemistry and processes to prevent 
the reduction of uranium to metal; these studies are being given the highest priority. 

Other key activities underway in support of the CERCLA feasibility study are the risk evaluation process 
and verification of regulatory compliance. These activities are being used to quantify the goals of the fuel 
salt disposition task. As all of the components are completed, they will be folded into an evolving draft of 
the feasibility study. An initial draft of the document is scheduled to be completed by October 1996, and it 
will be submitted to the regulators in February 1997. 

Once the feasibility study work is completed, a more thorough conceptual design of the preferred 
alternative will be generated for inclusion in the CERCLA proposed plan document. This work will include 
a cost estimate that is developed in sufficient detail to serve as a baseline budget. After the feasibility study 
and proposed plan are issued, DOE will draft and issue a record of decision to formally document the 
selected alternative. The record of decision currently is scheduled to be issued in May 1998, after a public 
comment period on the proposed plan. 

Initial field work can commence during the next two years. Preparations for access into the drain tank cell 
are expected to commence soon. These activities include clearing equipment stored on top of the cell, 
preparing the maintenance shield for use over the drain tank cell, and developing the necessary procedures 
for cell access. Cell access will allow a survey of the equipment in the cell and, as the off-gas system is 
purged of reactive gases, an examination will be possible of the contents of the drain tanks. As removal 
equipment is developed, it may be tested on the coolant salt, located in the coolant drain tank. Removal of 
this non-radioactive salt can not only be used to test equipment and train personnel, but also provides for 
the removal and disposal of another batch of salt that might otherwise interfere with the eventual 
decommissioning of the MSRE facility. 
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DISCLAIMER 

This report was prepared as an account of work sponsored by an agency of the United States 
Government. Neither the United States Government nor any agency thereof, nor any of their 
employees, makes any warranty, express or implied, or assumes any legal liability or responsi
bility for the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of any information, apparatus, product, or 
process disclosed, or represents that its use would not infringe privately owned rights. Refer
ence herein to any specific commercial product, process, or service by trade name, trademark, 
manufacturer, or otherwise does not necessarily constitute or imply its endorsement, recom
mendation, or favoring by the United States Government or any agency thereof. The views 
and opinions of authors expressed herein do not necessarily state or reflect those of the 
United States Government or any agency thereof. 


